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Carbon dioxide (CO2)
A naturally occurring gas and one of the most abundant greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is also 
a by-product of industrial processes, burning fossil fuels and land-use changes.

Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e)
The unit of measurement used to compare the relative climate impact of the different greenhouse gases. The CO2e 
quantity of any greenhouse gas is the amount of carbon dioxide that would produce the equivalent global warming 
potential.  For example, methane is 25 times more potent as a greenhouse gas than CO2, so 1kg of methane can be 
expressed as 25kg CO2e

Carbon footprint
A carbon footprint is the total set of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions caused by an individual, household, 
organisation, event or product.  For simplicity of reporting, it is often expressed in terms of the amount of carbon 
dioxide, or its equivalent of other GHGs, emitted and is usually measured in kilogrammes (kg) and tonnes.

Mike Berners-Lee1 offers this definition of a carbon footprint:

“When talking about climate change, footprint is a metaphor for the total impact that something has. And carbon 
is a shorthand for all the different greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming. The term carbon footprint, 
therefore, is a shorthand to describe the best estimate that we can get of the full climate change impact of something. 
That something could be anything – an activity, an item, a lifestyle, a company, a country or even the whole world.”

Carbon neutral
Carbon neutral means that, through a transparent process of calculating emissions, reducing those emissions and 
offsetting residual emissions, net carbon emissions equal zero.

Greenhouse gas (GHG)
Greenhouse gases are gases in the atmosphere which absorb and emit infrared radiation. This process is the 
fundamental cause of the greenhouse gas effect. The main greenhouse gases are water vapour, carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide and ozone.

Terms

1 Leading expert in carbon footprinting
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Foreword

On behalf of the board of Keep Scotland Beautiful,  
I am pleased to commend this report.

For the past four years, Going Carbon Neutral Stirling has 
pushed the boundaries and challenged the people of Stirling to 
embrace the concept of creating and living in a low-carbon city. 
By stimulating a whole variety of community-facing initiatives, 
the project brought carbon reduction into the daily lives of 
thousands of people.

This report describes these intiatives, the difference 
they made and the lessons learned.

I would like to thank the project staff for their 
commitment and passion. They led by example and 
left a lasting legacy for the people of Stirling; there is 
much for the Scotttish Government and other public 
authorities to consider as a consequence.  

I would also like to acknowledge the significant support 
of Stirling Council and the considerable funding from 
the Big Lottery and the Scottish Government, which 
together, helped give life to such an interesting and 
informative initiative. 

I hope that policy makers, researchers, community 
groups, organisations, government bodies, industry and 
institutions across Scotland and beyond will use the 

report’s findings, conclusions and recommendations as 
a catalyst. It is the fervent wish of all those involved in 
the project that their effort and legacy will contribute to 
Scotland’s lower-carbon future.

Finally, all at Keep Scotland Beautiful would like to 
thank everybody who contributed to the project and its 
many success. 

Derek A. Robertson
Chief Executive
Keep Scotland Beautiful
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The ethos of Going Carbon Neutral Stirling is all about 
local action to bring about significant environmental 
change by bringing people together and encouraging 
true community involvement. Ensuring that people 
from the young to old, from the self-employed to large 
businesses, all see where they can play their part in 
tackling climate change.

It’s not simply the green credentials of their project which 
make it so valuable but its aspiration to include everyone 
and belief that it can and will include everyone, bringing 
together people who perhaps have never met before 
to make a huge difference. We believe our funding will 
not only enable the people of Stirling to live a more 
sustainable lifestyle but also bring communities that 
perhaps would not have come together before to do so 
more effectively.

Dharmendra Kanani, director, Big Lottery Fund Scotland
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Introduction

About the project
Awarded a total of £1.8 million from The Big Lottery 
and the Scottish Government, GCNS, was one of 
four “exemplar” projects funded by the Scottish 
Government2  in 2008.  

The project was innovative because it was testing a 
new “engagement model” in encouraging people to 
voluntarily reduce their carbon use and was:

  The first project of its kind in Scotland to use a 
“sales and marketing” approach to engage with 
people and communities 

  Holistic in engaging at all levels: community, 
policy and strategic 

  Trying to reach all members of the community, 
not simply those who were already interested in 
sustainability issues and reducing their carbon 
footprint

  Focusing mainly on influencing people’s 
behaviour

Over the course of four years, it developed and tested 
different ways of engaging and influencing individuals, 
organisations and communities. Consequently, it learned 
a good deal about what works and what does not.  The 
main lessons learned are highlighted in this report.

This report describes the activities, achievements and lessons 
learned by the Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB) “Going Carbon 
Neutral Stirling” (GCNS) project which ran for four years from 
June 2008 to August 2012.

Aims and focus
The project aimed to encourage people living or 
working in Stirling to reduce their carbon footprint.  

This included:

  Raising awareness and understanding of the 
issues of carbon reduction and climate change

  Supporting people, on a city-wide scale, to make 
practical changes which could be incorporated 
into their everyday activities 

  Influencing policy to enable meaningful change

It focused on reaching people who were not already 
interested in such issues, or who did not think they 
could reduce their carbon footprint.  In doing so, it 
worked with individuals but also with businesses, 
organisations and community groups.  This included a 
strategic partnership with Stirling Council.  

2 The others were Comrie Carbon Challenge; Barra and Vatersay Northbay Garden Project; and Transition Towns.
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Background to the initiative
The project was the culmination of considerable activity, 
community interest and several years of development.  
This included:

  Initial discussions, in 2006, between Rachel Nunn 
and Jon Cape, two Stirling residents who were 
keen to see some kind of local carbon-reduction 
project

  Growing public awareness and recognition of the 
scale of climate change and the local and global 
challenges it presents

  Political and media debate about how to meet 
these challenges

Research pointed to an attitude/behaviour or value/
action gap: that is, although most people in Scotland 
are concerned about climate change and believe it is 
important to reduce their carbon footprint, for many 
reasons, they do not feel willing or able to change their 
own behaviour.

Although the Scottish and UK Governments had 
attempted large-scale awareness campaigns to 
influence attitudes and behaviour (notably “Act on 
CO2”), these did not achieve change on a scale 
commensurate with the challenge. Also, research  
warned that carbon reduction campaigns aimed at 
“individuals” as opposed to “communities” was leading 
to opt-in-opt-out carbon cutting and little behaviour 
change.  

At the same time, community-led solutions such as 
“Going Carbon Neutral” in Ashton Hayes and the 
“Transition Town” movement were emerging.  Rather 
than simply focusing on individuals, these aimed 
to raise community awareness of sustainable living 
and encourage local communities to take action for 
themselves.

Rachel and John explored the possibility of a fully-
funded, large-scale carbon reduction and behaviour 
change project in Stirling which would build on the 
above. It would be unique in that, rather than relying on 
volunteers, it would employ a team of staff who would:

  Target the whole population of Stirling

  Work with communities to encourage ownership 
and meaningful action

  Address the district/city/business/community 
scale and dynamics of reducing carbon use

  Share the learning, knowledge and experience of 
this project

This preparatory work, together with the support of 
local politicians including Anne McGuire MP and 
Corrie McChord, council leader, led to Stirling Council 
announcing a city-wide initiative in 2007 to become 
“carbon neutral”. It funded KSB to develop a bid which 
culminated in 2008 in £1.25 million for the GCNS 
behaviour change, carbon reduction and research 
project with Big Lottery contributing £500,000 and the 
Scottish Government £800,000.

In 2009, the Scottish Government published the Climate 
Change (Scotland) Act, setting out ambitious targets to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 42% by 2020 and 
80% by 2050.  In order to achieve these, it has invested 
in renewable energy sources and other infrastructure 
activity, such as the Low Carbon Economic Strategy, 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  The targets 
also require “behavioural interventions” to encourage 
widespread and meaningful behaviour change. 

GCNS is an important test of the success of such 
interventions at four levels: individual, community, 
business and government.

This report
The report which follows describes the project’s 
work, achievements and lessons learned along 
with case study illustrations.  It also sets out 
conclusions and recommendations.

The project has gathered a considerable amount 
of information and resources which are available 
at www.gcns.org.uk

3  Ipsos Mori, Turning Point or Tipping Point?: social marketing and climate change, 2007
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Milestones

January: KSB board agrees to support development of GCNS
June: Funding announced and GCNS officially launched
December: Project team starts

February: Carbon Cutter Plans (CCPs) launched
 Cornton over 50s: first community group works on CCPs
August: 114 community groups working on CCPs
November:  Website goes live at www.goingcarbonneutralstirling.org.uk

March: Over 10,000 people working on CCPs
May: Launch of Low Carbon Stirling – partnership campaign with Stirling Council
October: Launch of Big Street Challenge and Carbon Detox 
December: Launch of Low Carbon Alliance

March: Phase 2 funding awarded
April: Launch of Energise Stirling
May: Launch of Cycle Stirling
July: GCNS finalist in Ashden Awards, winning runner-up prize of £1,500
July/August: Over 1,000 people attend Big Bike Fun Day
December: 67 members involved in the Low Carbon Alliance

March: GCNS finishes community engagement activities
 “Thank you” ceilidh for all participants
May: Stirling Council receives Soil Association’s bronze  
 “Food for Life Catering Mark”
September: Project ends

2008 

2009 

2010

2011

2012
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…we worked well with you … and tried to move 
folks towards helping themselves, others and the 
environment together…

Stuart Davidson, St Mark’s Parish Church 

Going carbon neutral in Stirling

Winning awards - In 2011 GCNS won £1,500 in the finals of the 
UK Ashden Awards, an internationally-renowned award which 
recognises ground-breaking green energy champions in the 
UK and developing world.  The project gave this money to 
local community groups to support sustainability projects.
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This chapter sets out the aims and approach of the GCNS project.

4  54% of 64,000 targeted Stirling residents out of a total population of approximately 90,000.  The target number was based on an 
estimate of the number and size of communities in Stirling which the project team could realistically engage/reach over the course 
of the project.

Aims
The project aimed to:

  Reduce the carbon footprint of 32,500 people4  

  Enable them to live, and benefit from, a more 
sustainable lifestyle

  Take action in 297 local communities

  Work with Stirling Council to assist it to engage 
with local communities on these issues

Model
In order to influence behaviour, the project focused 
on engaging with local communities and other 
stakeholders through:

1. Groups: using Carbon Cutter Plans (see page 12) 
to influence private behaviour through working 
with pre-existing community groups

2. Projects: increasing visibility and consensus for 
change in communities

3. Strategic partnerships: influencing local and 
national policy to enable and empower behaviour 
change

The project targeted pre-existing community groups 
rather than individuals because: 

  Learning about carbon in a peer environment 
could be less threatening to people

  Groups taking action together could potentially 
shift social norms more quickly than individuals 
on their own

  The project team would be able to reach a wide 
public quickly

A key aspect to this was understanding the barriers to 
behaviour change and also how individuals “spend” 
their carbon.

However, for meaningful change to take place in 
the private sphere, at a significant scale and pace, 
there needs to be a supportive context with policies, 
infrastructure, consistent messages and leadership 
from government and business.  Accordingly, the project 
also attempted to influence change through its strategic 
partnerships too.

Partners
Partners were integral to the project’s work.  They 
included community groups, businesses and 
organisations.  It benefited from close involvement with:

  Stirling Council

  Thistles Shopping Centre

  Community Planning Partnerships

  University of Stirling

  Stirling Observer

Areas covered
The project concentrated on “urban” Stirling. However, 
it also worked with rural communities including Plean, 
Cowie, Fallin, Kippen, Gargunnock, Doune, Port of 
Menteith, Killin, Carron Valley and Dunblane. 

Project team
The team comprised eight full and two part-time KSB 
employees with support from KSB’s administrative, IT 
and senior management staff. 219 local volunteers also 
assisted the project.

The project team aimed to live and work by example, 
reducing their personal carbon use at work and at 
home.  For example, staff cycled or used public 
transport to attend meetings.  As well as “normalising” 
such behaviour, feedback suggests that this was vital in 
building trust within communities.  They saw the project 
team members living by the same values they were 
promoting.

Work strands
GCNS focused on five distinct work strands.  These are 
described fully in the following sections:

1. Carbon Cutter Plans

2. Energise Stirling 

3. Cycle Stirling

4. Low Carbon Alliance 

5. Low Carbon Stirling
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A project in numbers

59,301
Stirling residents “aware” 
of GCNS (53%, or over 
half, of the population5)

9,286
tonnes lifetime savings 
of GCNS project

682,323
miles of car journeys 
reduced (lifetime 
savings6)

47
events

261
community groups/
organisations involved 
in Carbon Cutter Plans

14,351
Stirling residents 
actively involved in 
activities

67
business members of 
the Low Carbon Alliance

219 
active volunteers

808
training sessions

40
qualifications 
achieved

252
home energy reports 
produced

188 
households installed 
230 energy efficiency 
measures

1,000+
people attended two 
Big Bike Fun Days

676,943
kg of waste diverted from 
landfill (lifetime savings7)

5 Based on estimated total population of Stirling of 90,000
6 Lifetime savings calculated using Climate Challenge Fund conversion factors
7 Lifetime savings calculated using Climate Challenge Fund conversion factors
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First group,  
Cornton over 50s,  
saves 42 tonnes CO2/year

St Ninian’s Old Parish 
Church, the longest-
running CCP group,  
saves 68 tonnes CO2/year

Biggest community group 
savings, Central Scotland 
Chinese Association,  
saves 46 tonnes CO2/year

Big business saver, 
Enterprise Cars,  
saves 40 tonnes CO2/year

Trespass saved 40% on 
its annual utility bill

Allan Primary participated 
in several projects
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The CCP had a slow start with lots of protest as to the 
significance of the project but by integrating the CCP into the 
normal group process it worked. Also the group considered that at 
their average age they really couldn’t make much difference to CO2 
BUT having the feedback on CO2 savings, the CCP really helped 
[our] group understand they could make a difference.
Embroiders Guild 

Achievements

Strand 1: Carbon Cutter Plans

CCPs proved to be a significant way to engage people and influence behaviour on a large scale.

  CCP actions saved a total of 5,508 tonnes CO2e lifetime savings

  Average carbon savings per person: 0.30 tonnes a year

  96% of participants who completed a CCP and took part in our survey were still carrying on with their 
actions after one year

Also: 

  261 groups, over 10,000 people, agreed to participate in a CCP 

  Of the 261 groups involved, 43% completed at least one plan and returned results

  3,666 people saved a total of 1,113 tonnes of CO2e annually and lifetime savings of 5,508 tonnes CO2e8

  Adults saved 0.66 tonnes/year and young people (including university students) saved: 0.13 tonnes/year

  84% of participants said they were more aware of their carbon footprint as a result of doing a CCP

  85% made some changes to their behaviour and/or lifestyle

  12% said they made “big” changes to these

  132 households installed energy efficiency measures

  195,284 car miles reduced a year (585,852 lifetime saving)

  135,389kg of waste diverted from landfill a year (676,943 kg lifetime saving)

  Community involvement through 715 workshops, including 65 specifically aimed at schools,  
and 23 community events

  Four project staff received a City and Guilds qualification

8 Calculated using Climate Challenge Fund conversion factors
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How CCPs work
Carbon Cutter Plans are a practical way to influence 
individual behaviour through collective action:

  They are a fully supported process and not just a 
list of carbon-cutting pledges

  They are carried out in a group

  They raise awareness and increase carbon literacy

  They enable and encourage behaviour change

  They record and measure changes in behaviour 

  They identify barriers to behaviour change 

CCPs involve individuals, in groups, devising a 
monthly plan of carbon-reducing actions focusing on 
heating, electricity, transport, food, leisure and waste.  
Participants try to complete at least one new action 
a month.  They choose the actions, in groups, from 
a list of over 200 options. Every new action builds on 
previous actions.  If successful, by the end of a year, 
each person has incorporated 12 actions into their 
everyday behaviour.  Each action has a carbon value9. 
Carbon savings for each group were calculated based 
on the results returned to the project team. 

Shifting social norms
Working through community groups and organisations, 
at school and at work, the project encouraged wider 
scale take-up more quickly than if it had approached 
individuals.  This also had the effect of “normalising” 
people’s low-carbon behaviour at work and at home.

The project targeted groups in the public and business 
community which were not directly involved in “green”, 
climate change and carbon reduction issues.  

Increasing carbon literacy and 
minimising rebound
CCPs aimed to increase carbon literacy and minimise 
rebound by raising awareness and understanding of 
carbon footprints and the impact on carbon emissions 
of different actions and choices. For example, an 
individual who installs a more efficient boiler will reduce 
their carbon emissions and heating costs.  But if they 
then buy a new plasma television with the money 
they save on the heating bill, the emissions from 
manufacturing and powering the television could cancel 
out, or significantly reduce, the original savings.  CCPs 
aimed to minimise this.

Measuring carbon savings
Carbon savings were calculated using the data 
from a CCP including the number of people and the 
actions completed.  Glasgow Caledonian University 
Environment Centre designed a method to calculate the 
savings of individual groups and analyse these across 
the whole project.

Embroiders Guild 

9  Calculated by Glasgow Caledonian University 
Environment Centre

The project found that a 
positive “cold call” is the first 
step in building a successful 
relationship with a group
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The CCP process
While one project worker concentrated on raising 
“brand” awareness and developing awareness-raising 
projects Stirling-wide, four project staff focused on the 
community development process.  In the first year, 
they mostly worked on engaging communities and 
businesses.  As groups developed, their emphasis was 
on support.

The CCP process involved a “facilitator” from the 
project staff team who engaged and supported the 
groups and an “activator”, a volunteer from each group, 
who co-ordinated the plan.

The process involved four main stages:

1. Making contact: identify contacts and “cold call” 
a group representative

2. Engagement: visit group and conduct structured 
discussion about carbon and the need for action; 
ask group to get involved  

3. Providing support: draw up CCP, get it started 
and support group over time

4. Monitoring and evaluation: collect results and 
feedback and revise practice/process accordingly

These four aspects are described below.

Making contact using a sales approach
In order to meet the project aim of engaging with 32,000 
people (54% of targeted population), facilitators had 
monthly engagement targets broken down into daily 
phone call targets. Initially, this involved each facilitator 
“cold calling” at least ten community groups every day.  
Each facilitator worked in a particular geographical area.  

In the absence of a database of community groups, the 
project first had to develop a list of possible contacts.  
This involved looking on community noticeboards, 
working with the local/community press and speaking to 
residents and organisations.  

Rather than cold-calling, business contacts came 
from networking, referrals and developing a strategic 
relationship with Stirling Council and the management 
of the Thistles Centre, Stirling’s main shopping centre.  
Following a review in 2010, the project established 
the Low Carbon Alliance, a membership network and 
awards scheme for businesses (see page 38).

Engagement
After establishing contact, facilitators met with groups to 
encourage them to participate in CCPs.  The meetings 
were based on five principles:

1. Appealing for help and a focus on positive action

2. Focusing on carbon footprints rather than the 
impact of global warming

3. Motivating people to consider “environmental 
concerns” and focusing on “intrinsic” values 
and benefits of carbon reduction including better 
health and wellbeing (for example more walking 
and cycling and less car-use)

4. Focusing on connected and more resilient 
communities rather than personal financial gain 

5. Emphasising the project ethos of collective, 
community effort to instigate meaningful change

These principles developed over the years and 
encouraged “carbon literacy”, dialogue and a focus on 
“values” in line with emerging theory on how best to 
inform and influence people about the need for pro-
environmental behaviour.

The project engaged:
83 community groups 20 primary schools 
18 churches   4 secondary schools 
64 businesses   45 university groups  
12 council departments 15 youth groups
 
 
 

Providing support
The facilitator worked with groups and their activator to 
agree the actions for their CCP.  The activator played 
a key role in the group process, acting as the main 
point of contact, and recording progress and results.  
Evaluation indicates that the activator was often 
someone with an existing, defined role within the group. 
When activators withdrew, it was important to find a 
successor quickly from within the group.  If not, the 
CCP faltered and often stopped completely.
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Stirling County Women’S rugby Club (SCWrC)

Length of engagement: 18 months    Length of CCP: 5.5 months

Actions: weekly    Participants: 21    Savings: 21 tonnes a year

The project engaged SCWRC at the rugby pitch after an evening training session. 
It had to be quick because the team was wet, cold and desperate to get into the 
showers.  The facilitator spoke to players for five minutes and:

  Described the project

  Asked them to help 

  Engaged them in a conversation about carbon and the need for action

  Offered them the opportunity to be the first sports group in Stirling to participate in a CCP

The team unanimously agreed and the captain volunteered as activator.  The successful engagement which 
followed is attributed to the project arranging a follow-up meeting immediately, and the relationship between the 
facilitator and activator which was vital in sustaining the group’s interest.  Indeed, group members volunteered for 
other GCNS initiatives and the activator subsequently took up a paid post as a community and schools facilitator.

CarSe of Stirling rotary Club

Length of engagement: 12 months    Plan length: 6.5 months

Actions: weekly    Participants: 30    Savings: 21 tonnes a year

Carse of Stirling Rotary Club meets weekly, with a monthly speaker.  The 
facilitator used this as an opportunity to speak to members, inviting them to 
join the collective effort to reduce Stirling’s footprint.  The facilitator met with a 
small group of Rotarians over eight weeks, resulting in a volunteer activator and 
agreement on running the CCP.

anne marie green, aCtivator, Stirling  
HealtH and Wellbeing allianCe (SHWa)

Saved: 11.5 tonnes a year

Anne Marie Green, a development worker with SHWA, became an activator for 
three different SHWA groups in the eastern villages of Stirling.  Her enthusiasm 
and ability to inspire and motivate her CCP groups led to her nomination as one 
of only 17 GCNS green champions.

261 groups started CCPs
“Environmental concern” was a 
common reason for participating

The project engaged:
83 community groups 20 primary schools 
18 churches   4 secondary schools 
64 businesses   45 university groups  
12 council departments 15 youth groups
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Project support for each group varied according to the 
type of group, level of engagement and duration of the 
CCP. Support could be face-to-face, email or telephone 
and included:

  Mentoring for activators

  Motivating

  Informing

  Running workshops

   Helping to link with other CCP groups, local 
organisations and “expert” services

Carbon league - univerSity of Stirling 
Student leiSure groupS

Total groups engaged: 40    Total groups returned results: 16 (297 people)

Total carbon saved: 52 tonnes CO2e a year

To help boost student participation, the project launched a competitive “Carbon 
League”, engaging 40 student sport and special interest groups on a six-month 
CCP containing 12 actions.  The CCP was structured to fit with the university 
semester.  The men’s cricket team won the league with a prize of a “low-carbon” 
meal at a local bistro.

The first catalogue of actions contained 200 options 
ranging from “easy” actions such as turning off lights 
to “hard” actions such as replacing inefficient boilers 
or using the car less.  The project assumed that 
groups would progress from easy to hard actions.  
But it quickly became apparent that this was a false 
distinction.  Some people found “hard” actions easy 
while others found “easy” actions hard.  Monitoring 
also revealed that facilitators’ assumptions about which 
actions people would or would not like to do were 
influencing the outcome of CCPs. So, when in 2010 the 
project commissioned Glasgow Caledonian University 
Environment Centre to attribute a potential carbon 
saving to each action, this made a significant difference:

   For the first time, facilitators clearly understood 
the impact of actions and potential CCP savings 
and stopped using low carbon-saving actions

   Groups could discuss the relative merits of 
different actions and choose actions based on 
carbon savings rather than assumptions about 
what was “easy” and “hard”

   Groups were interested in this information and it 
motivated them to carry on with CCPs

After agreeing the actions, when new actions would 
start, the length of the plan and the start date, the 
project provided the group with a hard copy of the CCP. 
The activator would issue an action at a group meeting 
and would ask the group to report on progress.

The number of actions in a plan varied from two to 44 
with an average of nine and the most popular frequency 
of actions was monthly.

Activators used different ways to gather results with the 
most popular being:

   Show of hands

   Recording sheet for individuals – worked well for 
large groups

   Speaking to individual group members – worked 
well with social groups

   Email - used mainly by business and local 
authority groups

The number of actions in a plan varied from 
two to 44 with an average of nine and the most 
popular frequency of actions was monthly

After agreeing the actions, when new actions would 
start, the length of the plan and the start date, the 
project provided the group with a hard copy of the CCP. 
The activator would issue an action at a group meeting 
and would ask the group to report on progress.
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Pursuing CCP groups with “weak” commitments and 
translating a “yes” into action was time consuming.  
On average, it took ten months of engagement and 
support to complete five new actions. Initially, facilitators 
worked within their allocated area and built their own 
relationships with CCP groups.  However, for groups 
with “weak” commitment, the project found it beneficial 
for facilitators to “chase up” other facilitators’ groups to 
avoid compromising good relationships.

Engaged but not returning results
A 43% return rate for CCP results is positive but 
highlights the gap between intention to change and 
actual change.  The groups which did not return CCP 
results ranged from those which were not very engaged 
in the process and visited a few times to those which 
were very engaged and received considerable support.  
There were good reasons for non-returns including the 
activator falling ill, losing the CCP and even a school fire.

Exit evaluation with non-finishing groups revealed that 
the main three reasons for not completing a CCP were:

  Lack of time in meetings

  Difficult to fit into group structure (particularly 
sports and leisure clubs and more transient 
groups such as mother and toddler groups)

  Lack of interest 

Large groups
Although large groups such as church congregations 
and schools were a good way for the project to 
reach large numbers, the CCP did not work well in 
this context.  The size of the groups made it difficult 
to record results accurately and measure change.  
Dividing larger groups into more manageable units 
meant “sacrificing” engagement numbers but ensured 
greater confidence in the results returned.

Monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation included:

  Facilitators visiting groups to collect results and 
completed CCPs, gather feedback and give out 
new CCPs and actions

  Facilitators recording observations in journals 
in order to provide extra insight into group 
progress and key barriers to change

  Surveys of CCP groups

  External evaluation as part of an independent 
review of Climate Challenge Fund projects.  
Ecometrica’s report on GCNS’s carbon 
savings is at www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/
Doc/352709/0118663.pdf

The project used its own reflections on learning and 
evaluation feedback in a continuous programme to 
improve the CCP process.  This resulted in substantial 
changes including the launch of the Big Street 
Challenge, the Carbon League and Carbon Detox, a 
pledge card/mini CCP used with individual university 
students.

Average number of support sessions per group

Of the 261 groups engaged, 
43% returned results 
(3,666 people)

www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/352709/0118663.pdf
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A full-time facilitator could 
meaningfully support a 
maximum of 50 groups

Average size of 
CCP group which 
returned a plan: 32

In order to engage individuals at the 
University of Stirling, the project asked 
students to do a Carbon Detox in 2010.  
This was a six-month pledge plan with six 
actions.  Participants agreed that the project 
team could contact them twice to check on 
progress.  250 signed up, and of those, 76 
(30%) returned results showing savings of 
14 tonnes CO2 a year.

Ending the process
A group was considered to have finished when it had completed its actions, recorded the results and returned the 
CCP to the facilitator. The group then either moved to a new plan or exited.  The average time taken to finish a 
CCP was five months.  This does not include the time taken to set up the plan or breaks for holidays.  Generally, 
community groups work to a ten-month year; it took approximately ten months to complete a five-month CCP.
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At The Thistles, in operating the multi-million asset, an increasingly 
crucial element has been the absolute requirement of having to demonstrate 
real and measurable evidence of being carbon efficient.  We were introduced 
to the Go Carbon Neutral project at the perfect time as we were requiring to 
elevate the whole carbon reduction agenda to the next level.

The first major and tangible payback from this partnership was our 
introduction by GCNS to the Carbon Trust which, over a period of 15 months 
and two audits, resulted in significant and evident reductions in utilities 
usage (and cost) on the back of the guidance and suggestions from the 
trust.  The major and critical lessons that we learned from our partnership 
with GCNS was that it cemented the need to be integrating the whole carbon 
reduction agenda into all our processes 24/7 and it has now formed a key 
part of our business plans and will continue to do so.  In that respect, the 
GCNS project has left a significant legacy for us which is probably the most 
important thing that any business partnership can achieve.

Colin Moulson, general manager, Thistles Centre

CASE STUDY

The Thistles Centre

Thistles Shopping Centre contains a hundred shops 
in the city centre and is the area of highest footfall in 
Stirling. As such, it presented a unique opportunity to 
work with a senior management team, bring the low-
carbon message to a large audience, and support small 
businesses to reduce carbon on site. 

The Thistles management team had already reduced 
energy usage by 10% over four years and was 
recycling 58% of waste collected from shops but 
recognised there was more to be done.  In 2008 the 
management team agreed to work with the project on 
a more efficient infrastructure and also encourage the 
retailers based in the centre to participate in CCPs.  

The management team contributed to the project in 
three important ways:

1. It helped the project work with 19 retailers to 
reduce their individual carbon footprints, with each 
shop saving an average 4.77 tonnes of CO2 a year

2. It promoted the project to the thousands of 
shoppers in the centre

3. It improved the centre’s overall environmental 
performance with a 40% saving on electricity 
(previously around £500,000 a year)

The Thistles Centre became a key partner in promoting 
the project to the wider community, displaying wall 
banners advertising that the centre and its partners 
(GCNS and Stirling Council) were “reducing Stirling’s 
carbon footprint…step by step”. The centre provided 
several recycling bins for customer use, one of the first 
in Scotland to do so. 

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
Modelling a new future for Scotland
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The project used a “whole school” approach, targeting 
teachers, staff and pupils but also involving the wider 
school community.  CCP actions were to be taken home with 
families/carers invited to participate. This would increase 
the number of participants and the likely carbon savings.

More than 20 primary schools and five secondary schools 
participated.  

boreStone primary SCHool

Eco-teacher Gillian Wannan twice tried launch a whole school CCP but this 
proved too difficult and there were problems recording results.  Instead, the “eco-
group” within the school, a far smaller number, carried out one CCP and returned 
results saving 15.1 tonnes.  Rather than complete a second CCP, Gillian, with 
the support of GCNS, and her P6 devised a project called “Borestone Energy 
Consultants” working in partnership with the local business community.  GCNS 
and the local Energy Saving Advice Centre trained pupils to conduct energy 
audits of local businesses. This resulted in Borestone Primary School being 
nominated as 6th in the Scotsman newspaper’s 2010 Green List awards.  

This school, despite only returning one CCP, is a good example of how a relationship with the project often 
prompted other pro-environmental activity.  The project did not attempt to measure likely emissions savings as a 
result of this (or indeed other similar) activity and is an example of why the project’s carbon totals should only be 
considered as one measure of success.

CASE STUDY

CCPs in schools

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
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CambuSbarron primary SCHool

Saved: 47 tonnes a year

Cambusbarron ran a CCP from 2009 to 2011, one of the first schools to do so. It completed three plans and held 
a transport week exploring low-carbon methods of travel. When the activator moved to a new post, she started a 
CCP all over again at Our Lady’s Primary School in Raploch.
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A project review in 2010 indicated that schools required intensive time, resources and support but this resulted in 
varying levels of engagement.  Only half the primary schools returned results (11) and no secondary schools.  Spot 
checks at parent evenings found that only 14 of 100 parents surveyed were aware that CCP actions had been sent 
home for them to do as part of the school CCP.  As a result, the project stopped its work with secondary schools and 
took a more focused approach with fewer primary schools to ensure more effective engagement.

Primary schools annual carbon savings

Primary schools annual carbon savings per person

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
Modelling a new future for Scotland

Allan Primary School
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Overall findings
Significantly, 96% of participants who completed a CCP 
and took part in the survey were maintaining the actions 
a year later.

Analysing the savings of the different types of CCP 
groups highlights primary schools – having the 
greatest number of participants – as saving the most 
carbon annually.  But it is business groups, followed 
by community and Stirling Council CCP groups, which 
have the highest annual carbon savings per person. 

The most popular actions for community groups were:
  “Switch-off” actions

  Turn down heating

Community group actions which saved the most carbon were:
  Maximise the use of natural daylight

  Walk or cycle to work instead of using the car

  Lift-share

Average annual carbon savings per group

Average annual carbon savings per person
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Working with businesses 

Business CCPs saved a lifetime of 1,072 tonnes of CO2e.

  Between late 2008 and early 2010 the project 
provided advice and support to 61 business 
groups

  It provided advice on energy efficiency and 
carbon reduction to 52 (84%) of these groups

  47 businesses (77%) started CCPs with their staff

  The 33 which returned results show they saved 
222 tonnes CO2e equating to 0.78 tonnes for 
each employee a year and lifetime savings of 
1,072 tonnes of CO2e

On average, the businesses which participated in 
a CCP saved 6.5 tonnes CO2e per year through 
behaviour change, with some businesses saving 
substantially more as result of infrastructure changes.

The most popular actions for businesses were:

  Switching off electrical equipment

  Recycling waste 

Employee actions which saved the most carbon were:

  Switching off all office equipment at the end of 
the day

  Switching off computer/monitor every night and 
every time they were away for a long period

  Lift-sharing when travelling to work

  Adjusting heating to 18-21 degrees centigrade

  Using only the amount of water required when 
boiling the kettle

Big Street 
Challenge 

Business involvement in GCNS 
before Low Carbon Alliance

What the project learned from CCPs

Optimum numbers
  A full-time facilitator can meaningfully support a 

maximum of 50 groups

  It took approximately ten months of work with a 
group to get five new actions completed

  The average size of a CCP group which returned a 
plan was 32.  Large groups either did not work or 
had to be broken down into smaller units

  The number of actions in a plan varied from two 
to 44 with an average of nine

  Groups preferred to complete one action per 
month 

  Approximately a quarter to a half of a facilitator’s 
time was spent in face-to-face engagement and 
support; this varied depending on the time of year

Dialogue and support are crucial
  CCPs work as a method of encouraging 

engagement and behaviour change but only as 
part of a fully facilitated and supported process

  Meaningful carbon reduction requires mentoring, 
constant support and a regular “nudge” from a 
trusted messenger

  Encouraging dialogue is more effective and leads to 
deeper engagement than “telling” people what to do

Sales and marketing approach
  Cold-calling and sales targets worked as a 

tool and helped to focus efforts and boost 
engagement at the beginning of the project

  When cold-calling it was vital establish the reason 
for calling quickly so people did not think it was 
a “commercial” sales call; telling them it was a 
local project seeking help proved successful

  Seeking a balance between “cold-calling” to 
engage new groups and supporting existing CCP 
groups is vital to ensure meaningful change
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Sophisticated messaging required
  The engagement format is less relevant than 

the content but scripts were never used.  
Flexible, bespoke messages and targeted 
communications for each group, and at an 
individual  level if required, are vital

  Increasing carbon literacy among participants is 
crucial to aid awareness and understanding of 
what is being asked of them 

  It is important to avoid terms such as “easy” or 
“hard” actions or “simple steps” in favour of 
evidenced-based data, a focus on carbon footprints 
and the priority areas of emission to tackle

  It is important to help people to understand the 
importance of minimising rebound

Critical success factors for CCPs
Success factors included:

  Choice of activator

  The relationship between activator and facilitator 

  Choice of actions 

  Support from project team

  Working within a defined geographical area 
which encouraged buy-in

  Working with different sectors of the community 
including businesses

Peer educators
Seven out of ten staff lived in the local community. 
Facilitators reported that not only did this help build and 
maintain relationships in groups but it was useful for 
groups to see team members actively living by low-
carbon values:  most visibly by cycling.  It also often 
acted as informal “check” on a group and activators.  
Group members were often very keen to demonstrate 
new low carbon behaviours when observed out and 
about walking or cycling. 

Working with businesses
  On-going face-to-face support for businesses is 

essential to maintain actions leading to carbon 
reductions

  Businesses struggle to encourage employee 
behaviour change; although advice is available 
online, they are often unaware of it or do not 
have time to search for it

  The project found the business community 
willing to engage; businesses acknowledged that 
they should be doing something, but they were 
not always clear about what to do or how to do it

  Working with businesses and involving 
employees in CCPs encourages people to cut 
carbon use in both their personal and their work 
lives

  There are benefits to businesses in being 
involved with a community-wide project

Legacy and added value
The project developed and tested the CCP concept 
over the four years, leading to new methods such as 
the Carbon Detox Card for individuals and Big Street 
Challenge for households.  

The project shared the methods developed and 
knowledge gained from the CCP process with wider 
Climate Challenge Fund communities, strategic 
partners, local stakeholders and the Scottish 
Government.  

The influence of CCPs goes beyond simply counting 
carbon saved or evaluating changed attitudes or 
behaviours.

The project identified, helped and supported local 
“innovators”, individuals or community groups not 
necessarily involved in a CCP group but who had an 
idea or who wanted to instigate a project locally. 

This wider influence cannot be measured in carbon 
terms but the project undoubtedly helped communities; 
connected individuals and groups; and encouraged 
other ideas, individual actions and community-based 
initiatives.

At 86, Stirling has the second highest level of 
expression of interests (EOIs) submitted to the Climate 
Challenge Fund, a Scottish Government grant scheme 
which has awarded over £40 million to community 
groups wanting to tackle climate change by reducing 
carbon emissions.  30 projects have been funded.  
Almost all have received direct support from the GCNS 
project. This highlights the added value of a dedicated 
team working in an area which can identify and support 
“pioneers” to get ideas off the ground.
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Step in StoneS: Community groWing 

The project engaged Cornton residents, Sarah Fraser and Stephen Harland, in 
2009.  They subsequently set up a local community-growing project which aimed 
to ‘green’ back courts by making raised beds and growing seasonal produce.  
They have established an orchard and have actively worked with the local school 
to promote sustainable food.

on tHe verge

The project engaged Leigh Biagi in 2010 through her children’s primary school.  
With the project’s support, she developed a multi-stakeholder project which 
has established wildflower corridors on grass verges across Stirling, creating 
a nectar-rich source of food for bees.  Stirling Council is also a partner, saving 
carbon emissions through reduced grass cutting.  The project was a runner-up in 
the 2012 RSPB Nature of Scotland awards.

“…the GCNS project has left a significant legacy 
for us which is probably the most important 
thing that any business partner can achieve.”
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The project found that most CCP activity was in lower 
income communities.  And yet in affluent communities, 
carbon footprints are known to be greater, with bigger 
homes, multiple car ownership and often, more flights 
abroad.  The model of targeting pre-existing community 
groups was less effective in more affluent areas.  There 
were fewer community groups, and those which did 
exist were mainly sport-based and hard to engage. 

So, in 2010, the project launched the Big Street 
Challenge in King’s Park, Riverside and Balfron.  A 
modified CCP process, this challenged streets to save 
as much carbon as possible in one year.  This involved 
individual households participating in a CCP and whole 
streets working on joint projects such as bulk buying 
and lift-sharing.  Participating households completed a 
“REAP Petite”11 footprinting exercise at the beginning 
and end of the project. 

Initial interest was high with 82 people from 61 
households attending planning meetings and four 
different neighbourhood groups agreeing actions.  The 
project recorded the footprints of 46 households with 
an average pledge to reduce their footprint by a total of 
over a tonne.

However, feedback indicated a lack of interest in group 
actions in preference to reducing personal energy 
footprints, but also considerable interest in home 
renewables because of the government’s feed-in tariffs.  

In response, the project held a “cosy homes” event, in 
partnership with Historic Scotland. This provided expert 
energy-efficiency advice and guidance to householders 

10  Software tool developed by Stockholm Environment 
Institute to help communities calculate their carbon footprint

living in hard-to-treat, stone-walled properties.  Over 
100 people attended and evaluation indicated that 
people wanted more such specialist advice.

Although the Big Street Challenge did not progress as 
initially intended, it developed into a more successful 
project, Energise Stirling, and is a good example of the 
project’s ability to learn from experience.

CASE STUDY

Big Street Challenge
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The project found that most CCP activity was in lower-income 
communities.  And yet in affluent communities, carbon footprints 
are known to be greater, with bigger homes, multiple car 
ownership and often, more flights abroad.  The model of targeting 
pre-existing community groups was less effective in more affluent 
areas.  There were fewer community groups, and those which did 
exist were mainly sport-based and hard to engage. 

So, in 2010, the project launched the Big Street 
Challenge in King’s Park, Riverside and Balfron.  A 
modified CCP process, this challenged streets to save 
as much carbon as possible in one year.  This involved 
individual households participating in a CCP and whole 
streets working on joint projects such as bulk buying 
and lift-sharing.  Participating households completed a 
“REAP Petite”10 footprinting exercise at the beginning 
and end of the project. 

Initial interest was high with 82 people from 61 
households attending planning meetings and four 
different neighbourhood groups agreeing actions.  The 
project recorded the footprints of 46 households with 
an average pledge to reduce their footprint by a total of 
over a tonne.
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“At The Thistles, in operating the multi-million asset, an increasingly crucial element 
has been the absolute requirement of having to demonstrate real and measurable 
evidence of being carbon efficient.  We were introduced to the Go Carbon Neutral 
project at the perfect time as we were requiring to elevate the whole carbon reduction 
agenda to the next level.

The first major and tangible payback from this partnership was our introduction 
by GCNS to the Carbon Trust which, over a period of 15 months and two audits 
resulted in significant and evident reductions in utilities usage (and cost) on the 
back of the guidance and suggestions from the trust.  The major and critical lessons 
that we learned from our partnership with GCNS was that it cemented the need to 
be integrating the whole carbon reduction agenda into all our processes 24/7 and it 
has now formed a key part of our business plans and will continue to do so.  In that 
respect, the GCNS project has left a significant legacy for us which is probably the 
most important thing that any business partnership can achieve.”

Colin Moulson, general manager, Thistles Centre

CASE STUDY

The Thistles Centre

Thistles Shopping Centre contains a hundred shops in 
the city centre and is the area of highest footfall in Stirling. 
As such, it presented a unique opportunity to work with a 
senior management team, bring the low-carbon message 
to a large audience, and support small businesses to 
reduce carbon on site. 

The Thistles management team had already reduced 
energy usage by 10% over four years and was recycling 
58% of waste collected from shops but recognised 
there was more to be done.  In 2008 the management 
team agreed to work with the project on a more efficient 
infrastructure and also encourage the retailers based in 
the centre to participate in CCPs.  

The management team contributed to the project in three 
important ways:

1. It helped the project work with 19 retailers to 
reduce their individual carbon footprints, with each 
shop saving an average 4.77 tonnes of CO2 a year

2. It promoted the project to the thousands of 
shoppers in the centre

3. It improved the centre’s overall environmental 
performance with a 40% saving on electricity 
(previously around £500,000 a year)

The Thistles Centre became a key partner in promoting 
the project to the wider community, displaying wall 
banners advertising that the centre and its partners 
(GCNS and Stirling Council) were “reducing Stirling’s 
carbon footprint…step by step”. The centre provided 
several recycling bins for customer use, one of the first 
in Scotland to do so. 

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
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However, feedback indicated a lack of interest in group 
actions in preference to reducing personal energy 
footprints, but also considerable interest in home 
renewables because of the government’s feed-in tariffs.  

In response, the project held a “cosy homes” event, in 
partnership with Historic Scotland. This provided expert 
energy-efficiency advice and guidance to householders 
living in hard-to-treat, stone-walled properties.  Over 
100 people attended and evaluation indicated that 
people wanted more such specialist advice.

Although the Big Street Challenge did not progress as 
initially intended, it developed into a more successful 
project, Energise Stirling, and is a good example of the 
project’s ability to learn from experience.

The Big Street Challenge saved 39 tonnes of CO2 a year with 
lifetime savings of 328 tonnes11 

11  Calculated using Climate Challenge Fund conversion 
factors
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Strand 2: Energise Stirling

In an industry full of people ready to give you advice, you 
offered the most detailed and practical help we could have 
hoped for.
John Pitts, Gartmore Development Trust

Achievements
  Energise Stirling completed 252 home energy and footprint surveys

  It saved 159 tonnes of CO2e a year and 2,625 tonnes lifetime savings

  56% of Stirling residents (50,316 people) were aware of Energise Stirling

  54 households installed renewable energy systems

  56 households installed 98 different energy efficiency measures
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The Big Street Challenge (see page 26) generated 
considerable response from the affluent Kings Park area 
of Stirling. However, feedback indicated that residents 
were not interested in participating in group actions but 
wanted specific advice on making their homes more 
energy efficient and reducing their energy footprints.  

In 2009/10 Stirling became a priority area for piloting the 
government’s home insulation scheme which offered 
homeowners free insulation and energy advice.  But, 
there was a lack of advice for those living in stone-walled 
or hard-to-treat properties.  For example, Kings Park 
contains many traditional houses built in the late 1800s.  A 
conservation area, many of the houses are listed buildings 
and there are restrictions about changing the exterior, for 
example double glazing is not permitted.  

Accordingly, the project launched Energise Stirling in 
April 2011 to provide clear and impartial advice on 
energy efficiency and home renewables.  It responded 
to more affluent homeowners’ need for energy-saving 
advice relevant to stone-walled properties and their 
interest in generating their own energy resulting from the 
government’s feed-in tariff scheme. The work involved:

  Promoting actions with high carbon savings for 
hard-to-treat homes and supporting homeowners 
to reduce energy consumption

  Continuing the project’s work in “footprinting” 
Riverside and King’s Park using REAP Petite (see 
page 30) and developing home CCPs

  Encouraging take-up of renewable energy 
technologies through a bulk-buy offer 

  Holding a “green doors” event to connect and 
showcase local homeowners/organisations who 
had installed energy-saving features or renewable-
energy systems

How Energise Stirling worked
Householders received free surveys focusing on 
renewable energy and/or energy efficiency.  The project 
also encouraged them to complete a carbon footprint 
survey and take part in the “green doors” event. If a 
household was primarily interested in renewable energy 
the project encouraged members to consider energy 
efficiency as well as energy generation.

Surveying hard-to-treat homes
In collaboration with the project, Historic Scotland 
developed a survey tool for hard-to-treat homes as an 
open source document.  The tool was the first of its kind 
because it allowed homeowners to prioritise insulation 
actions in order of importance.  

tony mCnair
Home period/age: 1980s
Wall type: cavity wall

Tony spent £10,000 on loft 
and cavity wall insulation and 
PV.  With the savings from the 
insulation and income from the 
PV panels he hopes to recoup 
that money within seven years and add value to his 
home.

“GCNS helped us through the whole 
process…I’m very happy with what 
we’ve done and we’ve been happy to 
recommend it to neighbours.”

alySon and max HiSlop
Home period/age: 1968
Wall type: cavity wall

Alyson and Max installed a wood pellet boiler, solar 
thermal panels, loft insulation and solar tubes to 
channel daylight from the roof to a downstairs shower 
room.  They are now almost self-sufficient in heating. 
The solar hot water panels mean that they do not use 
any fuel for heating at all during the warmer months. 
Although the price of gas has risen, the price of wood 
pellets has not.

  The project completed 64 hard-to-treat home 
surveys

  56 households installed 98 separate energy 
efficiency measures

  The project referred 190 households to other 
specialist agencies such as the Energy Saving Trust

Although the project exceeded targets for surveys, it 
only achieved half the intended CO2 reduction.  This 
was because households often chose options with 
lower than anticipated carbon savings, for example 
draught-proofing rather than replacing the boiler.  
However, by the end of the project, many households 
were still completing actions which would be realised 
during the subsequent winter months. These likely 
savings are not included in the project’s total carbon 
savings.
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Installing renewables
The project surveyed the suitability of individual properties 
and provided advice about options including types of solar 
panels, size and likely energy generating capacity.  It also 
brokered discounted prices with local installers.

At the time, there was considerable interest in home 
renewables through the feed-in tariff scheme and 
householders appreciated the project’s impartial advice 
given the hard-sell from businesses.  As one person 
said, “You provided us with a great deal of very useful 
information that gave us confidence to proceed with an 
installer of PV”12.

  130 people received a renewable energy survey
  54 renewable energy systems were installed: 51 

solar PV, two solar thermal and one air source 
heat pump

Not all those who received advice went on to install 
renewables. However, a survey of 20 people found that:

  19 regarded the project as a trustworthy source 
of information

  15 thought they were given the information 
they needed to make a decision about installing 
renewables

  16 were still considering installation

The initial target of 200 households investing in 
renewable energy was clearly too ambitious for a one-
year project with one surveyor.  But a 38.5% installation 
rate is considered successful because renewable 
energy is a significant investment and, as the survey 
above highlights, people require time to think it through. 
Also, the government’s rescinding of the feed-in tariff 
rates adversely affected the project and effectively 
shortened it by four months.  

“REAP Petite”13  carbon footprinting 
Homeowners who received either a renewables or a 
hard-to-treat survey were also asked to complete a 
carbon footprint survey using REAP Petite in order to 
increase awareness and understanding of their whole 
footprint and influence other non-energy behaviour such 
as food consumption and transport.  As part of this, the 
project gave householders an action plan to display 
in the house and phoned them every three months to 
check on progress and offer support. This was effective, 
as the following comments indicate: 

“There is no doubt that your visit made us focus more on 
achieving energy reduction.”

“All I needed was a kick in the backside to get things done.”

“Follow up is important - are you going to be in touch with 
us again? That would make us do more.”

  58 households received a REAP Petite survey and 
agreed to actions which would reduce footprints 
by an average of 0.9 tonnes

  75% reported some change in their behaviour/
lifestyle as a result of doing a REAP Petite survey

  36% reported knowing more as a result of their 
involvement

12  photovoltaic
13 Software tool developed by Stockholm Environment Institute to help communities calculate their carbon footprint
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Opening green doors
The project organised Stirling’s first “green doors” event 
in the winter of 2011.  Based on a similar initiative in 
Bristol, eight householders and one church invited 
members of the public into their properties to see the 
energy-efficiency measures first-hand.  

What the project learned
  The most effective means of promoting the 

project’s services were local community 
newsletters and local newspapers.  An expensive 
radio advert and extensive leafleting generated 
very little direct response

  There is a need for bespoke and expert guidance 
which clearly prioritises actions for homeowners

  Community projects such as this need to be 
“plugged” into national initiatives such as the 
Home Insulation Scheme to ensure consistent 
messages

  The project benefited directly from the learning 
and experiences of other energy-focused Climate 
Challenge-funded projects.  This learning is a 
useful starting point for any new project

  The project did not fully consider the length 
of time householders would need to consider 
actions which require significant investment 
such as installing renewable energy, insulation 
and replacing inefficient boilers; this affected 
project targets

  Travelling to rural communities by public 
transport is often a time-inefficient method of 
travel for project staff.  Combining visits and 
asking homeowners to invite neighbours to 
participate helped to maximise team time and 
improved community cohesion

nikki and dave kenn
Home period/age: over 300 years old
Wall type: solid wall
Nikki and Dave have renovated their cottage. Along 
with a range of insulation measures, they have 
installed an efficient biomass system, to replace oil, 
which has halved their bills.

“Before we started work 
on the house it was in 
a terrible state: now it’s 
toasty, warm and dry!”

mike diaCk
Home period/age: 1890
Wall type: solid wall
Mike completely renovated his home and installed 
loft, floor and wall insulation, double glazing, shutters 
and a new, efficient boiler. 

“Insulation has been so important 
from a cost-saving point of view and it 
really is easy to do it yourself.”
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Strand 3: Cycle Stirling

Sustrans Scotland was very impressed with the engagement, 
strategic vision and delivery of the programme put together 
by Cycle Stirling. When you consider the very short time 
the project was allotted, what Cycle Stirling achieved was 
considerable and it is regrettable to see its funding ended. We 
feel that the foundations laid by the project would form a good 
basis to develop active travelling in Stirling and recommend the 
local authority, together with civic society, seizes the initiative, 
seeks partners and moves the project forward.
John Lauder, Sustrans

Achievements
  531 people became “members” of Cycle Stirling

  56% of Stirling’s total population aware of Cycle Stirling 

  204 people trained

  Over 1,000 people attended nine events

  11 cycle routes were ‘painted’ with sustainable travel messages

  100 weeks of cargo bike loans

  Cycling increased and car use reduced with over 600 car miles replaced, 
representing an annual total of 32,157 miles

  Increased confidence in cycling, with 51% of surveyed cycle family members 
saying they felt safer on the roads thanks to Cycle Stirling

  Increased visibility of cycling with 41% surveyed cycle family members saying 
they made more use of Stirling’s cycling infrastructure as a result of the project

  Developed a base of trained volunteers with 36 qualifications gained by 17 
volunteers.  These included cycle trainer, cycle ride leader and outdoor first aid
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While the project fell short of its ambition to achieve 
a 2% increase in cycling, an end-of-project survey of 
the cycle family members did show some increase in 
cycling.

Stirling has a strong community of cyclists, active 
travel supporters and cycling-orientated businesses 
but this is disparate, with low visibility.  On and off-
road cycle facilities include cross-city routes as well as 
the National Cycle Network linking Dunblane/Doune 
(NCN765) and Alloa/Falkirk/Edinburgh (NCN76). 
However, less than 1% of people regularly use bikes 
for routine travel despite approximately 27% of trips 
to work or education being between one and five 
kilometres (Scottish Household Survey, 2009/10).

So, the project worked with stakeholders and partners, 
including Stirling Council, on the idea of creating “Cycle 
Stirling” a new multi-stakeholder initiative which would 
connect new and existing cyclists and encourage 
modal shift (from car use to cycling).  This would 
involve promoting the existing, but underused cycling 
infrastructure; cycling training; recruiting volunteers; 
developing events and activities to help build skills and 
confidence; and promote cycling over the car for short 
trips. Building on the interest, Dunblane Development 
Trust and Stirling Council raised funding to restore and 
reopen, in 2011, an old access route between Dunblane 
and Bridge of Allan.  This soon became a popular 
commuting path into Bridge of Alan and a safe cycling 
alternative to the busy A9. 

With these foundations for a community-led Stirling-
wide cycling movement, GCNS applied for Climate 
Challenge Funding for a year-long programme to 
promote cycling as an activity for everyone; provide 
opportunities for people to know the safe routes; 
increase skills and confidence; and encourage a culture 
of active living.

What Cycle Stirling did
The project aimed to increase people’s perception of 
the bike as a safe and viable alternative to the car for 
short trips.  Its target was to increase the percentage of 
short journeys undertaken by cycling rather than driving 
from 4% to 6%.  Methods included:

  Building and connecting a “cycle family”

  “Big bike fun days”

  Cycle infrastructure celebrations

  Cycle route pavement art

  Cargo bike loan scheme

  Cycle training

  Bike train

These are described below.

Cycle family

Creating a network or a “cycle family” aimed to develop 
a cycling community beyond club cyclists, and was 
aimed at everyone irrespective of age, ability or bike 
choice. Originally conceived by the active travel sub-
group of Stirling Environmental Partnership, it aimed to 
“connect existing cyclists of all types in Stirling … and, 
through sheer force of numbers, … demonstrate to 
policy makers that there is a sizeable community need 
for local policies to increasingly support the growth of 
cycling as a means of active transport in this area.”

The project’s high-profile marketing campaign used 
billboards, bus stops, on-board bus advertising, radio 
adverts and the local media to encourage people to 
build a bike-friendly city and join the cycle family by 
texting “CycleStirling” to a designated number or by 
registering as a member on the Cycle Stirling website at 
www.cyclestirling.co.uk  

In total, 531 people signed up, although only 17% (90 
people) joined through the texting facility. Around half 
of members said they did not join by text because 
they “hadn’t seen the advertising campaign”.  This 
highlighted that word-of-mouth was the most (cost) 
effective route to membership.  Evaluation suggests 
that the marketing campaign, while not generating 
members, did add value by encouraging brand 
awareness and probably increased traffic to the Cycle 
Stirling website.

“...less than 1% of people regularly use bikes for routine travel despite 
approximately 27% of trips to work or education being between one 
and five kilometres...”
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Big bike fun days
In partnership with Cycling Scotland, the University of 
Stirling, Active Stirling, Stirling Cycle Training, Recyke-
a-bike and Central FM, the project held two “Big Bike 
Fun Days” at the University of Stirling and in the city 
centre, chosen because short sections of road could be 
closed to motor transport.  These aimed to introduce 
cycling to a wider audience and boost cycling skills and 
confidence in a safe, traffic-free environment.

Activities included: 

  Traffic free cycling

  Loop the loop children’s cycling challenge 

  Cycle training 

  Guided bike rides

  “Have a go” sessions

  Bike maintenance

 Stalls and entertainment

  Free bike hire and the Bike Track people’s pump 
track

The events attracted over 1,000 people, with over 120 
people receiving Bikeability and mountain bike training, 
and over 200 children awarded a “loop the loop” 
certificate.  The response was very positive with over 
half the participants (53%) saying that they would be 
more likely to cycle in the future. Comments included:

“This was a great day. So good to see kids having the 
freedom and safety to ride their bikes in traffic free 
zone.  Well done to all the organisers.”

“Awesome day. Thanks so much. My daughter had 
a fantastic time too. She’s only just learned to cycle 
without training wheels and it was a great environment 
to gain confidence and learn more about cycling.”

Cycle infrastructure celebrations
Stirling Council has invested significantly in cycling 
infrastructure and in 2010/11 had the fifth highest local 
authority spend on cycling infrastructure in Scotland.  
But, there was a lack of general awareness of new 
and improved routes, beyond the established cycling 
community.  So this initiative aimed to increase the 
number of cyclists on safe routes and reduce short 
car journeys and traffic speeds, and increase driver 
awareness.  The project planned four events using the 
“cycle family” to “stop the streets” and draw attention to 
safe cycle routes.

Four project staff and several volunteers undertook 
Cycling Scotland certified cycle ride leader training 
with extra support provided by ride leaders from a local 
cycle sales and repair social enterprise. However, the 
four events needed far greater organisation and more 
certified leaders than anticipated.  This put considerable 
strain on the organising team and the volunteers.

87 cyclists took part in the four events.  This fell far 
short of the original target, and very wet weather at 
two of the events (and forecasted for a third) was a 
significant deterrent. Despite the difficulties, feedback 
from participants was positive with comments including:

“Thank you all for organising this parade.  It must have 
been noticed, let’s hope it will get cycling on the map 
(and in the infrastructure).  We all enjoyed it very much.”

“I hope everyone enjoyed the ride as much as I did.  It 
was a really great event, despite the heavy rain…and it 
was nice to meet so many cycle-minded  people.”
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Cycle route pavement art
Research indicates that lack of leadership from local and 
national government and businesses is one of the biggest 
barriers to more sustainable, active travel behaviour.  So, 
in partnership with Stirling Council transport planning 
and access team, the project devised a unique project 
which would involve painting eye-catching and thought-
provoking messages along the city’s main cycling routes. 
In the event, protracted discussion with the council about 
the content and location of the messages meant that 
only five messages were painted on 11 routes; less than 
anticipated.  Nevertheless, feedback from evaluation 
indicated the effectiveness of the exercise as the following 
comments indicate:

“I wondered which subversive person it had come from!!  
It never occurred to me that the council would be so 
upfront about it.  Maybe you’re more serious about this 
than I thought.  Great!”

“Good idea. Probably needs longer-term implementation 
and to be a bit higher impact.”

Cargo bike loan scheme
Cargo bikes, designed to transport children, animals 
or goods safely, are a common sight in cities across 
Europe; and are often used to replace short car journeys. 

In the UK, 69% of all car journeys are less than five 
miles long14.  The cargo bike loan scheme aimed to 
demonstrate that cycling is a safe and viable alternative 
to the car for short trips and:

 Give people the chance to try out safe options for 
cycle utility trips

 “Normalise” bike utility trips

 Create a general talking point to engage a wider 
public

The project bought eight cargo bikes (including three 
electric trikes and a two-wheeled version). They loaned 
these free of charge to individuals and communities on 
the understanding that they would use them regularly, 
replacing car journeys, in order to showcase them in 
Stirling.  Bikes were also available at Big Bike Fun Days 
for people to try.

The bikes were continuously out on loan for a total of 100 
weeks. This could have been longer but for unforeseen 
problems.  This included an import delay caused by the 
manufacturers, and the unexpected discovery that the 
electric bikes were 10kg over the legal classification for 
an electric push bike.  This meant that they would be 
classified as a motor vehicle requiring road tax, insurance 
and MOT, and cyclists would have to have a driving 
licence and wear a full motorcycle helmet.  As a result, 
the electric bikes were disabled.

The loan scheme particularly appealed to existing, rather 
than new, cyclists: 44% of respondents who used the 
loan scheme already cycled one or two days a week and 
37.5% cycled more than three days a week.  However, 
the bikes themselves generated considerable interest in 
the general public; a key aspiration of the project.

 56% of cargo bike users used their bike two or 
three times a week

 69% used it for transporting children to places 
other than school

 44% reported they used it for taking children to 
school; carrying small amounts of shopping; and 
leisure cycling just for fun

Those using the bikes were generally positive, although 
many found them heavy, cumbersome and unstable on 
inclines.  As a result, the project replaced some of the 
heavier bikes with lighter and smaller models, one of 
which was two-wheeled.

14  National Travel Survey 2005, Department for Transport October 2006
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“Thanks SO much for the bike; we’ve had the best time ever as I’m sure you’ll be able to tell by the mileage!  Excellent 
way to get about with young children. Improves the quality of interaction with children on journeys.”

“Love it!...used it for taking children to playgroup and local shop.  Admired by people locally and met with ‘wows’ and ‘cools’.”

“Huge hit with children and bike was met with lots of interest but did not enjoy…it needed a lot of stamina to ride.”

“I commuted three times to work on it and cycled it locally.  My 21 and 17 year old were too embarrassed to join me!”

lindSay dalgarno

Period of loan: 24 weeks    Total miles cycled: over 600

Lindsay Dalgarno, a mother of three, first took the cargo bike on a month’s hire 
to do the school and nursery run.  She was soon hooked and became the most 
prolific cargo bike cyclist clocking up an impressive 600 miles plus over six months.  
She even took her three children camping with it and regularly transported her 
weekly grocery shop and children.  As a result, Lindsay bought her own cargo bike, 
christened “the mothership” and uses it every day.

Cycle training
To boost skills and confidence among new or infrequent 
cyclists, the project offered free, one-to-one cycling 
training in partnership with Stirling Cycle Training.

The training took place over winter with 17 people 
trained; all women.  It proved difficult to attract men, 
something that could be addressed by future projects. 

The training met or exceeded expectations with 
comments such as: 

“I think it should be compulsory.  It was very good.”

“Excellent really worthwhile.  It has given me confidence 
and knowledge about cycling.”

“Really helpful and I am glad I did it.”

At the end of the project, three women had increased 
their cycling frequency by one to two days a week as 
a result of the training; five by once or twice a month; 
while seven said they had not cycled more.  

Bike train
In partnership with the University of Stirling, the project 
ran a “bike train” between Dunblane and the university 
three days a week.  This offered new, or less confident, 
cyclists the opportunity to ride in a group with trained 
ride leaders. This increased their visibility; created 
a safer cycling environment; and gave the cyclists a 
chance to meet new, like-minded people. The bike 
train ran for six weeks but despite extensive promotion 
within the university, participation was low and it was 
disbanded after the trial.  

Evaluation feedback suggests that people did not 
participate because of:

  Seasonality: the October launch meant that 
people thought that the weather would be too 
bad and it would be too dark…

  Timings: Stirling University staff (the main target) 
start and finish work at different times; there was 
no core time when a train would be useful for a 
large group of staff

  Geography: resources meant only running 
one bike train and this, of course, restricted 
prospective participants to those employees who 
lived on the route

Average change in confidence
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What the project learned
 A one-year timescale which starts in April (financial year funding), limits on-the-ground activity to a 

window of six months maximum.  It is very difficult to influence new cyclists who see autumn and winter 
as unsuitable for cycling

  Projects such as this can attract “new” cyclists and are not just for the converted

 It is possible to change perceptions of cycling in a project which does not focus on infrastructural 
changes.  Evaluation showed people “felt safer” by feeling more connected to a cycling community and 
seeing events and activities being promoted 

 High profile and high-cost marketing campaigns did not achieve the expected results.  Lower-key, and 
much more cost-effective, methods using word-of-mouth and existing community networks proved most 
effective in increasing Cycle Stirling membership 

 Branding should be clear: anecdotal feedback suggested that people did not engage with the billboard 
campaign because it was seen as a council initiative.  It would have made a difference to some people had 
it been more clearly branded as Going Carbon Neutral Stirling or as a community initiative

How often did you cycle before? How often do you cycle now?
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Strand 4: Low Carbon Alliance

The Low Carbon Alliance initiative was an exciting follow on 
from the successful carbon cutting tasks that we carried out in 
2010.  This initiative has given us the opportunity to carry out 
set projects and be able to see ways for us to reduce our carbon 
footprint and overheads at the same time.
Karen Warrington, Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Achievements
  67 businesses joined the Low Carbon Alliance. Of those, 15, around one in five, submitted award 

entries. Ten won awards: three gold, two silver and five bronze 

  Carbon savings were 154 tonnes (annually) and 765 tonnes (lifetime)

  The end-of-project exit survey showed that eight business members had not applied for awards, 
but attributed their carbon-reduction activities to their membership of the Low Carbon Alliance 

Although not possible to calculate all carbon savings (total carbon savings annual: 154 tonnes and lifetime: 
765 tonnes represent an under-estimate), the project was undoubtedly influential with 47 businesses (71%) 
agreeing or strongly agreeing that joining the alliance provided an incentive to start/keep going with carbon 
reduction activities; and 57 (86%) agreeing or strongly agreeing that membership of the alliance had made 
their business more likely to try to reduce its carbon emissions.

67 businesses joined the Low Carbon Alliance. Of those, 
15, around one in five, submitted award entries.  
Ten won awards: three gold, two silver and five bronze. 
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The project set up the Low Carbon Alliance (LCA) 
membership network in 2011 in order to promote 
environmental business leadership and to foster a 
“business community” on the low carbon agenda. The 
project’s previous work with businesses (on CCPs) had 
tended to focus on discrete teams rather than involving 
senior management.  It aimed to:

  Encourage business managers/owners to col-
laborate and demonstrate a leadership or ”I will if 
you will” approach to carbon reduction, visible to 
employees, suppliers and the wider community

  Create a membership network and awards 
scheme which “rewarded” and recognised low 
carbon activities by businesses

  Provide a “route to market” for other strands 
such as Cycle Stirling and Energise Stirling

What the Low Carbon Alliance did
As with CCPs (see page 12), the project engaged 
businesses through cold-calling (the most successful 
method with one in five joining) and existing contacts. 

The project initially attempted to target bigger 
businesses, to encourage leadership.  This was not 
always successful, despite close involvement with the 
Community Planning Economic Partnership and Stirling 
Business Panel. However, 15 businesses joined in 
one day at Stirling Business Panel’s trade fair, again 
highlighting the merits of a face-to-face approach.

67 businesses signed up, all of which received a 
membership pack including a welcome booklet, window 
stickers and award entry form.

The project held a start-up meeting with most 
businesses to establish their needs.  It also introduced 
others ways to engage including “business breakfasts” 
at Keep Scotland Beautiful’s office.  Attended by eight 
businesses on average, these were an opportunity for 
networking and information exchange and included 
some challenging presentations.  This included showing 
the “Story of Stuff” (www.storyofstuff.org) to highlight 
the flaws in a linear economic system.

The Low Carbon Award scheme encouraged 
businesses to take action and provided the project with 
a method to evaluate business achievement.

What the project learned
Encouraging business membership
Cold-calling was successful in recruiting members, with 
one in every five businesses contacted signing up.

Neither radio advertising nor flyer distribution were 
successful ways to increase membership, although 
they may have played a part in raising awareness (the 
project was known by 23% of Stirling’s population15 
by the end of the project, according to an independent 
survey by Stirling Sounding Board citizens’ panel).

Promoting activity
Weekly e-bulletins and regular face-to-face meetings 
maintained enthusiasm and increased award entries 
from a small group of businesses.  The e-bulletins 
and accompanying blogs were particularly popular.  
However, some businesses joined but did not return 
phone calls or emails, attend events or otherwise 
indicate that they were taking part. 

Making changes
Willingness to reduce environmental impact is not 
necessarily cost driven. Other factors which influence 
change include staff engagement and motivation; 
compliance with legislation or company policies; 
or because this is seen as the right thing to do 
(mainly smaller, family-run businesses).  In general, 
businesses need support and they are unlikely to 
make significant changes unless managers are 
personally engaged with the low-carbon agenda and it 
is core policy within the business.

Collective action
The fact the LCA was part of a wider, community effort 
to reduce Stirling’s collective footprint proved to be a 
unique selling point for businesses, and this helped 
engagement.

15  Based on an approximate population of 90,000

67 members with 3,007 employees
Carbon savings: annual: 154 
tonnes; lifetime: 765 tonnes

Number of businesses by size
(No. of employees)
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CASE STUDY

We have an active green champions group which has helped to 
identify potential projects to reduce our carbon footprint but the 
real challenge is turning talk into action and that is where the Low 
Carbon Alliance has been really helpful. They have provided us 
with some great support and enthusiasm to get people involved 
and make projects happen. Many of these projects will continue 
long after the support from the Low Carbon Alliance comes to an 
end. It is impossible for us to say exactly how much our carbon 
footprint has reduced as a direct result of the help from the Low 
Carbon Alliance. However, the combined effort of our carbon 
management plan and the Low Carbon Alliance has reduced 
our gas/oil consumption by 2¼ million kWh and our electricity 
consumption by ¼ million kWh between October and December 
2011 compared to the same period in 2010, equivalent to a carbon 
saving of over 550 tonnes.

David Duckett, head of sustainability, University of Stirling

Low carbon challenge  

at the University of Stirling
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A major business activity, the project’s Low Carbon Challenge intensive support programme, aimed to increase carbon 
literacy and carbon reduction among Stirling University’s 1,400 employees.  Working alongside university volunteers, 
“green champions”, the project designed and distributed posters, desk cards (on all desks) and other materials 
promoting action on energy, transport and waste.  The project also sent out weekly updates though internal staff 
bulletins and web portal.

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
Modelling a new future for Scotland

Activities aiming to influence behaviour included:

Travel
  Bike loans: the project provided one electric 

and four conventional bicycles for loan to staff, 
with training on request. This was advertised 
at the university’s main road entrance.  The 
electric bike participants blogged about their 
experiences to raise awareness further

  Bike doctor session: Recyke-a-bike, a local 
bicycle reseller, funded to provide a “Dr Bike’” 
session and free “MOT” so that staff could be 
assured that their bikes were roadworthy

  Dunblane bike train: organised with Cycle 
Stirling (see page 36)

  Eco-drive lessons: 16 eco-drive lessons provided 
to university staff to help them reduce fuel 
emission by up to 15%

Energy
  Hug days: staff and students offered a hug 

and a free “plug” or “mug” when signing up to 
low-carbon pledges, with a choice of up to five 
actions with high carbon values

  Power bike challenge:  people invited to see how 
much power they could generate by cycling for 
one minute. The event raised awareness of the 
energy involved in generating electricity

  Heater amnesty: staff who used their own 
electric heaters unbalanced the central system 
and caused problems for other staff. A heater 
“amnesty” recovered 30 heaters

  Energy efficient workspace competition: £250 
award for the employee who designed the best 
energy-efficient workspace

Waste
  Recycling facilities promoted to all staff using 

both online and offline marketing

  University set up a waste oil facility which was 
used to power one of the on-site vehicles

  University about to increase recycling in campus 
residences

univerSity bike loan

Daniela Bolle, a research development manager at Stirling University 
tried out the electric bike for a month.  

“The cycling experience has been excellent…I think that this is a real 
alternative to replacing the car.  It overcomes most of the obstacles for 
using my bike…what it didn’t overcome, and the days when I still opted 
for the car were:

   Business meetings away from workplace: if I did not have the 
alternative of the car, I would probably cycle t the station but with dress code etc. it just seemed too 
cumbersome for now

  Children to transport

   Risks of the road: this I think is the main obstacle. I neither felt safe in the dark nor in adverse weather conditions”
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[The alliance] helped C-N-Do put our aspirations into 
practice.  By helping us to work out our business carbon 
costs and plan how we could reduce these, we have changed 
what we do and how we deliver our holidays and courses to 
reduce our carbon costs whilst, we believe, improving our 
standards.  All that and it saves us money.  Many thanks 
to GCNS for their support and advice.  This is just the sort 
of project that should be rolled out to all businesses.  The 
positive changes it can bring about are easy-ish to make but 
the business benefits are multi-faceted.

Dorothy Breckenridge, co-owner, C-N-Do Scotland

Going Carbon Neutral Stirling 
Modelling a new future for Scotland

CASE STUDY

C-N-Do Scotland

C-N-Do Scotland www.cndoscotland.com is a small tour company providing guided and independent walking 
holidays, amongst other activities.  Already committed to minimising its impact on the environment, it became an 
active member of the Low Carbon Alliance, submitting 14 applications for low carbon awards.  This, together with the 
commitment and time it gave the project (including helping other businesses) meant that it was the first member to 
receive a Gold Footprint Award.  It saved seven tonnes CO2 through activities including:

  Environmental policy

  Carbon footprint using the GCNS carbon 
footprint calculator

  Carbon footprint tool advocacy and sharing

  Slow tours: by public transport

  Visitor payback scheme

  Vehicle maintenance

  Eco driving and training: all drivers trained to 
drive efficiently

  Accurate recording of vehicle fuel use and 
efficiency

  Carbon conservation scheme

  Drop ship supply chain logistics

  Sustainable procurement policy

  Gas heater combustion checks

  Reducing thermostat
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Low Carbon Awards: 
roll of honour

Silver footprint

Ricoh GRAM 
www.gram.co.uk
  Worked with the project 

from an early stage, firstly 
running CCPs and later on 
a range of infrastructural 
projects as part of its 
membership of the Low 
Carbon Alliance

University of Stirling  
Innovation Park  
www.suip.co.uk 
  Worked hard to improve the 

sustainability of buildings 
managed

  Had dedicated staff who 
tried many innovative 
methods to reduce energy 
use in building

  Supported the Low Carbon 
Alliance by attending the 
business breakfasts and 
sharing good practice

Gold footprint

University of Stirling  
www.she.stir.ac.uk/env-
carbon-management
  Many activities on transport 

and energy themes which 
led to significant carbon 
savings

  Focused on infrastructural 
and behaviour change

  For an example of the 
project’s work in engaging 
people at the university, 
see the Hug Day 2 video 
at: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=J6dLL3BYJuM

C-N-Do Scotland  
www.cndoscotland.com 
  Committed to low-

impact tourism both at 
headquarters and work with 
other tourism businesses

  Shared the LCA footprint 
calculator with companies 
it works with

Thistles Centre  
www.thethistles.com 
  One of the biggest 

companies supporting the 
project, with a high profile 
in the area  
(see page 19)

Bronze footprint

Enterprise Rent-A-Car  
www.enterprise.co.uk 
  Among other things, built a 

new wall to reduce its office 
size so it would require less 
energy to heat

  Ran a successful staff 
engagement campaign 

Monument Dance Centre  
www.monumentdance.co.uk 
  Short video case study 

viewed by over 300 people 
which highlights its 
work: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iDMortlBTJ4

Raploch URC  
www.raploch.com
  Involved in various 

activities including building 
exemplar eco-homes in an 
economically-deprived area 
of Stirling

United Auctions  
www.usgroup.co.uk
  Office staff took part in a 

Carbon Cutter Plan with 
action to reduce their 
carbon footprint at home 
and at work

www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDMortlBTJ4
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6dLL3BYJuM
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Strand 5: Stirling Council

You can’t underestimate the value of having a dedicated team 
like GCNS in your area…it certainly changed the tenor of our 
discussions and put carbon on the agenda.
Rebecca Maxwell, assistant chief executive, sustainability,  
economy and the environment, Stirling Council

Achievements
  Two-year Low Carbon Stirling campaign

  Edible Borders initiative

  Soil Association bronze Food for Life Catering Mark for Stirling’s school dinner service

  Economic strategy 2009-13 including, in its vision, Stirling as “a place with a 
commitment to sustainable development and carbon reduction”
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Advocacy
In order to influence decision-making and policy within 
Stirling Council, carbon reduction and sustainability 
needed to be high on the political and strategic agenda.  
So project activities included:

  Providing expert advice and guidance to executive 
and senior management and policy groups.  This 
included involvement in the Community Planning 
Partnership Environment Sub Group and Active 
Travel Sub Group (as chair); Stirling Business 
Panel and Stirling Economic Partnership. A major 
achievement was the economic strategy 2009-13 
including, in its vision, Stirling as “a place with 
a commitment to sustainable development and 
carbon reduction”

  Contributing to the local development plan (LDP) 
consultation and the subsequent specialist 
support services provided to the planning 
department team.  This resulted in, what a senior 
planning officer termed, “significant” changes to 
the LDP

Stirling Council was a vital strategic partner, funding early 
development work.  One of the largest employers in the 
area, the council was integral to the success of Carbon 
Cutter Plans (CCPs), targeting employees and engaging 
staff teams.

The project aimed to work with the council to engage 
more directly with communities. The nature of this work 
evolved over time but focused on three priority areas:

1. Advocacy: influencing policy and decision 
making at a strategic level

2. Campaigns/projects: working collaboratively 
to raise awareness/understanding within the 
population of more sustainable, lower-carbon 
lifestyles

3. CCPs: engaging council employees through staff 
teams

These are discussed in turn below.

The project team invested considerable time in its 
partnership with the council. This kept carbon high on 
the political and strategic agendas and also resulted in 
notable successes such as the two-year Low Carbon 
Stirling campaign, the Edible Borders initiative and a 
Soil Association bronze Food for Life Catering Mark for 
Stirling’s school dinner service.

It is difficult to quantify the overall outcomes and impact 
of this and other work with the council. Achieving 
widespread and meaningful change, at a pace, across 
the council as a whole was very difficult despite a 
strategic commitment and many enthusiastic and 
supportive individuals across the council.  Progress was 
hampered by change and restructure in the council, 
severe economic constraint in the public sector and 
a lack of understanding and prioritisation of the low 
carbon agenda particularly at the delivery end of council 
services.  The slow pace of change caused tensions with 
the project keen to see more ambitious change more 
quickly and the council perceiving the project as having a 
‘scattergun’ approach and attempting too much too soon.  

This partnership has been a unique opportunity to 
forge new and effective ways of partnership working. 
However, given the limited funding period, when 
the pace of strategic change was either too slow or 
had stalled, the focus of the project had to turn to 
high-profile community-wide projects such as Cycle 
Stirling (page 32) and Low Carbon Alliance (page 40).  
Nevertheless, advocacy was important because it 
helped to:

  Build trust between the project team and council 
employees through successful joint projects

  Build trust within the local community because 
of the partnership approach 

  Keep carbon central to the decision-making 
agenda/process

Stewart Stevenson MSP (right) with Stirling Council’s 
David Crighton
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Stirling Council Carbon Cutter Plans
Stirling Council, with over 4,000 employees, many of 
whom live in the area, was a key focus for CCPs, which 
the executive management supported enthusiastically from 
the start.  This endorsed the CCP process and made it 
very visible.

In 2008, CCPs began in three staff teams in Land 
Services (see page 47). In 2009, the assistant chief 
executive responsible for sustainability, the economy 
and the environment set a target to engage 44 teams 
in all. The project allocated one staff member to work 
with service managers and team leaders. 20 meetings 
resulted in eight CCP groups comprising 130 people, 
far short of the target of 44.  Reasons for the shortfall 
included:

  Negotiating access to staff teams took a long time

  Lack of buy in at manager and officer level 

  Change in the council which meant teams were 
restructuring and not settled

  Lack of volunteers willing to become “activators”  

  Staff change within the GCNS project

The team based in Springkerse House saved the most 
carbon. With 17 participants it was around half the size 
of the largest team, Environmental Health with 30.  But it 
engaged for longer and returned results based on eight 
months of fortnightly actions compared to Environmental 
Health which returned results for a three-month plan with 
weekly actions.

Stirling Council annual carbon savings

Campaigns and projects
The project and council jointly ran Low Carbon Stirling 
(LCS), a two-year public engagement campaign to 
encourage individuals, families and organisations to 
make positive choices which improve health, cut down 
on waste, save money and help energy efficiency. 
This would combine the efforts of various council 
departments on these issues.

LCS launched in 2010 with Stirling Council providing 
£30,000 funding and GCNS providing staff time and 
resources in kind. It ran in two annual phases with 
year one focusing on energy and food, and year two 
on transport and waste/consumption.  Along with 
a campaign website, publicity included Stirling Life 
magazine being distributed to 20,000 households and 
businesses and local and social media.

Activities on these four themes included:

  Sustainability summit in September 2010 for 
local community groups to discuss future 
sustainability projects

  Visit from George Monbiot, best-selling author 
and Guardian columnist as part of his “Left Hook” 
national tour; over 70 people participated in a 
thoughtful debate

  Series of six employee seminars to increase 
carbon literacy

  Renewable Energy Fair in November 2010 to 
showcase home renewable technologies and 
provide energy efficiency advice: almost 200 
people attended

  48 energy monitors loaned out through Stirling 
Council libraries with associated publicity to 
promote home energy savings

  Screening of the film “Food Inc”, an exposé of 
the food industry, followed by panel discussion 
with the Soil Association, Fife Diet and Stop 
Climate Chaos

  Edible Borders launched by Land Services in 
2010 (see page 49)

  Sustainable-travel messages stuck and painted 
around the town to reinforce cycling as a positive 
choice and a viable alternative to the car for 
short trips

It is difficult to be precise about the overall outcomes 
of the LCS campaign.  However, evaluation16 indicates 
that almost a fifth of Stirling’s population (18,000 
people) knew of the campaign.  Edible Borders is 
seen as a resounding success with senior managers 
in the council going so far as to say “it’s been a game 

changer” in terms of practice, culture and approach 
to decision-making, and it is now being replicated in 
other local authorities. The Soil Association catering 
mark demonstrates the council’s commitment both 
to sustainable food procurement but also means that 
Stirling’s primary children eat healthy, unprocessed 
school meals. These are lasting changes.

16  Stirling Sounding Board Survey
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What the project learned
  There needs to be buy in and support at 

executive level but the power to make 
change may lie elsewhere so is vital to form 
relationships at all levels from the top down and 
the bottom up

  It is important to identify prospective 
“champions” and support them to achieve their 
own objectives as well as the project’s; it is also 
good to connect champions to they can support 
and motivate one another

  People who do not act with immediacy drain 
time and energy; while it may be important to 
maintain the relationships with them, there is no 
point in investing significant time and resources 
to them

  A carbon-reduction project can only go at the 
pace of the learning of the participants; this 
needs to be included in the timescales

  “Quick wins” build trust and establish credibility

  Innovation is good but needs to be achievable 
and change rarely happens quickly; it is 
important to plan for this

Stirling CounCil land ServiCeS

“Streetscapes”, part of Stirling Council Land Services, was the first council team to work on a CCP.  The CCP 
lasted for four months and was rated a success. Nicole Patterson, land services manager said that the CCP 
made a “big difference to the team, mainly because I see them pull together and this is one of the few things that 
actually involves every single member.”

One streetscapes officer, Sandy McLean, said that he and his colleagues found it “fun and hard work” with 
the CCP encouraging “good-natured banter” among team members about who kept forgetting to turn off their 
computer or who repeatedly left lights on. Another officer said that it helped solve “bad habits” and showed what 
“we can do, what the benefit can be and what we can save as well”.  While Jim Fisher, fly tipping investigator, 
said the actions took “absolutely no time at all and once you were into the way of it, it’s what everybody should be 
doing anyway. It makes absolutely perfect sense.”

Stirling Council annual carbon savings per person

  It is beneficial to establish clear protocols and 
boundaries for partnership working, and develop 
an agreed schedule of responsibilities to ensure 
shared aims are met

  Supporting a local authority to achieve its aims is 
a useful first step for projects to achieving their 
own aims
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Food was one of four priority themes for the Low Carbon 
Stirling partnership.  This aimed to increase public awareness 
and understanding of sustainable/local food to meet the twin 
challenges of climate change and peak resources.  The project 
held a seminar with the council to discuss sustainable food 
and the challenge of climate change to Stirling’s future food 
security.  It also introduced the Soil Association’s Food for 
Life Catering Mark as a way to develop a sustainable school 
meal service.  The meeting focused on procurement policy, 
catering and nutritional standards for school meals, with 
speakers from the Soil Association, Eco-Schools and the 
Scottish Government food and drink division.  

CASE STUDY

Influencing procurement policy

Within two months of the seminar, the facilities team had reviewed 
and made significant changes to its procurement processes and 
completely overhauled the spring 2012 menu which caters for 37 
primary schools.  

Stirling Council received the prestigious Soil Association bronze 
Catering Mark in May 2012, one of only three local authorities 
in Scotland to achieve the mark. This guarantees that all 2,000 
meals served every day are freshly prepared using seasonal 
ingredients, better for animal welfare and free from controversial 
additives, trans-fats and GM ingredients.

The facilities team is now pursuing a silver award.   

groW fortH: groWing movement

LCS championed the existing “food community” across Forth Valley, with a view to developing a bigger local 
movement.  Over 200 people attended the first “Grow Forth” event at Stirling Albert Hall.  Forth Environment 
Link, a local environmental charity, is now developing a Grow Forth community network as a legacy of the LCS 
campaign. 
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CASE STUDY

The project launched Edible Borders, a joint project with 
Stirling Council Land Services team, in 2011.  The first of its 
kind in Scotland, the project captured the public’s imagination, 
transforming 12 council flower beds in seven city centre sites 
into vegetable gardens.  It highlighted the benefits of growing 
and eating local and seasonal produce and encouraged 
discussion about sustainable food.

The planting plans showed what could be grown locally and demonstrated how small urban spaces, using the principles 
of permaculture17, could be both decorative and productive.

The Land Services team received overwhelmingly positive feedback from people and any fears of vandalism were unfounded.

The project made a significant difference.  For example:

  Not only did the beds look more striking than 
traditional bedding displays but there were 
tangible social, economic and environmental 
benefits too

  It bought seedlings and seeds from a local 
supplier

  The harvest from the vegetable beds went to 
the local branch of the Salvation Army which 
provides hot meals for those in most need; and 
the recipients benefited by receiving healthy 
meals derived from locally-grown seasonal 
produce

  The Land Services team (and three apprentices) 
developed new skills, and improved motivation 
and enthusiasm, and this benefited the service as 
a whole. The team is now more confident about 
using different techniques and methods for city 
landscaping

  Environmental benefits, although small-scale, 
included increased visibility of green space 
within the city and reduced emissions associated 
with the “field to fork” journey of most food 
production

Edible Borders was also cost-efficient.  Although it 
required more initial planning and preparing of beds, 
it used less plants; one mature red cabbage takes up 
more space than 25 begonias.  

As a result of this work, Stirling Council was highly 
commended in the UK finals of the “Best Community 
and Neighbourhood initiative” at the 2012 Association of 
Public Service Excellence awards.

Stirling Council is now replicating Edible Borders for 
another growing season and others, including Fife 
Council, have established the scheme.  

Edible Borders

17  See for example www.theecologist.org/green_green_living/gardening/451581/a_beginners_guide_to_permaculture_gardening.html
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GCNS project results

Be in no doubt that where possible we’ll keep on going.
Stuart Davidson, St Mark’s Parish Church
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This chapter sets out some of the main results of the project.

18  Carbon counting is an inexact science and uses certain assumptions.  The project has tried to avoid double counting and aimed 
to ensure results are evidence-based.

19 Calculated using Climate Challenge Fund conversion factors.
20  Emissions savings not included in project total:

    The Thistles Centre saved 250 tonnes but this has not been included within the project totals as it involved working with the 
Carbon Trust which has claimed this carbon

  The University of Stirling saved 550 tonnes of CO2e in one year, however GCNS only claimed 5% of this as direct savings 
resulting from its influence

  The emissions impact of Stirling Council’s change in procurement procedures as a result of its “Food for Life” bronze catering 
mark is not included.  Independent research for SEPA into East Ayrshire’s carbon savings as a result of its catering mark 
estimated an annual saving of 37.7 tonnes and, in one school alone, an annual carbon saving of 10.3 tonnes was being 
achieved.  37 schools are involved in Stirling

  The project facilitated at least 248 referrals to other specialist agencies such as the Energy Saving Trust but final project 
carbon totals did not include any assumed emissions savings likely to have arisen from these referrals

  The project helped to establish 44 separate growing spaces in Stirling however no attempt was made to estimate any likely 
emissions savings of these spaces

  The project was heavily involved in promotional and outreach work such as The Carbon Column in the Stirling Observer, the 
website and community events.  This activity is likely to have led to further emissions savings, however these have not been 
estimated or included in the final total owing to the uncertainties involved in calculating these

Carbon savings18 
The lifetime carbon savings19 for the project are:

There are emissions savings not included in these totals20.  This suggests that the above represents an under-estimate.

GCNS TOTAL = 9,286 tonnes

Carbon Cutter Plans = 5,508 tonnes

Energise Stirling = 2,625 tonnes

Low Carbon Alliance = 765 tonnes

Big Street Challenge = 328 tonnes

Cycle Stirling = 60 tonnes
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Aim: reduce the carbon footprint of 
32,500 people

Achieved
31,60121  people engaged with the project

14,351 people living and working in Stirling actively 
reducing their carbon footprint and saving at least 9,286 
tonnes to date

The project worked as a “catalyst”, “influencer” and 
“enabler” and supported individuals and organisations 
to further reduce emissions and carbon footprints 
resulting in a record number of “expression of interest” 
applications22  to the Climate Challenge Fund grant 
scheme from the Stirling area.  30 projects have, to 
date, been funded.

Aim: local action in 297 communities

Achieved
The project worked with:

  261 community groups on a CCP

  67 different business communities: members of 
the Low Carbon Alliance

  Cycle Stirling “community”: involving 531 
members and partners

  At least seven rural communities which were 
not involved in CCPs including Kippen, Balfron, 
Gargunnock, Strathblane, Killin, Carron Valley, 
Doune and Kilmadock

21  Calculated as follows: 11,500: CCP groups x 1.5 multiplier (the project assumed that all those involved in a CCP would influence the 
behaviour of (on average) another 1.5 people/family members); 500: attended events and known councillors, Stirling Council staff, 
business and community leaders who were directly involved; 300: Low Carbon Alliance; 1,531: Cycle Stirling; 520: Energise Stirling

22 Stirling has, to date, the second highest expression of interest applications to the Climate Challenge Fund grant scheme

Aim: enable the people of Stirling to live 
and benefit from a more sustainable 
lifestyle

Achieved
  A collective, lifetime emissions saving of at least 

9,286 tonnes
  84% of CCP participants more aware of their 

carbon footprint as a result
  85% made some changes to their behaviour and/

or lifestyle as a result of doing a CCP and 12% 
said they had made big changes

  96% of CCP participants surveyed said they were 
still doing actions after a year 

  Car journeys reduced by 682,323 miles (lifetime 
savings)

  676,943kg waste diverted from landfill (lifetime 
savings)

  188 households installed 230 energy efficiency 
and generating measures

  808 training sessions held to increase literacy, 
knowledge and understanding of climate change, 
carbon footprints and emissions

  47 events connected CCP participants and 
groups

  Stirling Council awarded a bronze Food for Life 
Catering Mark by the Soil Association

  Low carbon included as one of three priorities in 
Stirling Economic Strategy

  Helped support individuals and community 
groups to achieve their aspirations and 
sustainability projects including On the Verge, 
Step In Stones and Stirling Gardenshare, 
resulting in a record number of “expression of 
interest” applications to the Climate Challenge 
Fund grant scheme from the Stirling area

  Edible Borders created 12 mini vegetable 
gardens in seven sites and provided locally 
grown, seasonal produce which it then donated 
to a local charity

  Increased the visibility of cycling, provided free 
training and created a “cycle family” whose 
members reported feeling safer on their bikes 
thanks to Cycle Stirling

  Recruited and trained 219 volunteers 
  Enabled 18 individuals to obtain 40 qualifications
  Supported the refurbishment of eight community 

buildings
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Aim: work with Stirling Council to assist 
it to engage with local communities on 
these issues

Achieved
  Low Carbon Stirling partnership campaign  

– two-year public engagement campaign

  Stirling Council bronze Catering Mark for school 
meals service 

  Edible Borders

External evaluation
In March 2010, the Scottish Government commissioned Brook Lyndhurst and Ecometrica to review of the 
Climate Challenge Fund.  As part of this, Ecometrica reviewed the emissions-saving impact of GCNS and 
estimated emissions reduction on the basis of results mid-way through the project. Final project results indicate 
that, at 9,286 tonnes, savings are at the top end of Ecometrica’s estimates. Compared to initiatives in other 
areas, the findings suggest that the GCNS model of engagement and behaviour change is successful in 
influencing pro-environmental change. They also highlight the effectiveness of a behavioural intervention model.

The full report is at www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/352709/0118663.pdf

Project CO2(e) savings - Ecometrica

96% of CCP participants 
surveyed said they were still 
doing actions after a year

www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/352709/0118663.pdf
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Conclusions

Effective model of widescale influence
This project demonstrated a highly effective model of 
engagement and behaviour change which encouraged 
a significant number of people to make lasting lifestyle 
and behaviour changes.  It was also an effective model 
of carbon reduction achieving a modest estimate of at 
least 9,286 tonnes of CO2 (lifetime savings).

This gives some indication of the scale of what might be 
achieved across Scotland with sustained investment.

Testing the methods
As an exemplar, the project tested and demonstrated 
different methods to engage quickly with people, 
community-wide, to instigate visible, meaningful and 
collective action. It used what it learned to change 
and adapt as it went along, and it also shared what it 
learned with others.  

Professional team
The model required a dedicated and resourced team 
to encourage take-up; provide information and support; 
and translate interest into action.  It successfully 
achieved all those elements at community, business 
and strategic levels.  Its success is partly attributed to 
its positioning within the community: it was seen as 
experienced, trustworthy and independent.

Successes and legacy
The project increased its effectiveness, visibility and 
reach by creating different strands of activity.  These 
tested various engagement methods and tools; provided 
specialist advice and targeted communications; and 
appealed to a wide range of interests, individuals and 
communities.  There were individual successes (for 
example Big Bike Fun Days); business successes 
(for example Thistles Centre) and strategic/systemic 
successes (Low Carbon Stirling).  These successes 
mean that, even although the project was time-limited, it 
leaves a considerable legacy for example: 

  People taking action on carbon use through Carbon 
Cutter Plans were still doing so a year later

  Participants of the original project are now 
involved in several off-shoot projects

  A cohort of volunteers in Stirling are trained to 
work on carbon issues

  The benefits of wide-scale installation of home 
renewables and energy efficiency measures will 
continue for many years

  Stirling Council has achieved bronze, and is working 
towards a silver Catering Mark producing healthy 
and sustainable school meals for primary children

  Cycle Stirling continues23 and is working with 
Stirling Council to create new cycle routes 
with funding from Sustrans Community Links 
Programme

  The resources the project developed have been 
widely shared and are on the KSB website for 
other groups and towns to use

National relevance and future investment
The project has clearly shown that, with support, people 
are ready, willing and able to reduce their carbon 
footprint, often very significantly.  But, this support needs 
to come from the bottom up and the top down with 
individual change taking place in the context of the policy 
and also the commercial environment.  

Evaluation indicates that people are willing to take action 
because of their “environmental concern”.  But they are 
also looking for leadership.  Influencing behaviour at the 
individual level needs a consistent message/steer from 
government, media and business to be fully effective.

Expanding the low-carbon agenda across Scotland and 
the UK also requires leadership from government and 
the business sector.  KSB’s work in Stirling provides vital 
experience and learning to contribute to future investment.

The rest of this section sets out learning points for future 
project design and national action.

23  Under the stewardship of Forth Environment Link and a 
community-led steering group
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Key learning points

Governing/managing effectively
  A critical success factor of this project was that 

it was seen as non-partisan and independent of 
the local authority and a large bureaucracy.  It 
also benefited the project to be associated with 
an established and “trusted” charity as this gave 
it credibility within the community and other 
expertise to draw on

  It had the skills required both to engage with 
individuals who were already “on a mission” as 
well as to inform and persuade others

  The four-year time-frame gave the project the 
scope to be flexible and ‘nimble’; able to respond 
to learning and feedback 

  Partnership working is vital.  This needs to 
go beyond working “alongside” partners, 
particularly local authorities, to ensure more 
“control” over joint deliverables

  It is not possible for behaviour change projects 
to measure the full extent of their influence; it 
is important for funders to recognise this when 
agreeing targets

Taking a strategic lead
  The project targeted the community, business 

and strategic/local authority sectors; this holistic 
approach was more effective than working with 
any of these sectors in isolation

  The project contributed to and tried to influence 
local and national policy.  This meant that 
decision-makers benefited from direct experience 
and ensured a voice for ‘communities’ and 
‘practitioners’

  The project also mentored other national groups/
organisations and shared knowledge, learning, 
experience

Engaging participants
  Carbon Cutter Plans are a highly effective 

method for influencing long-term behaviour 
change.  More than simply a short-term list of 
carbon cutting pledges, they are a facilitated 
and supported process. This process requires 
professional staff with the necessary resources 
to provide consistency and expertise

  Individual action is more effective if there is 
leadership and a supportive context (over-
arching policy)

  Marketing needs to be carefully targeted; 
engaging face-to-face, dialogue and support are 
vital for encouraging participation whether from 
individuals, businesses or the public sector

  Individuals need to know and understand the 
connections between their behaviour and 
choices and their carbon footprint  
(carbon literacy)

  There is no such thing as an “easy action”; “small 
changes” or “easy steps” are unhelpful terms

  Identifying, supporting and connecting 
individuals who want to take action or who are 
‘champions’ or innovators is vitally important.  
These are the people who get things done, boost 
morale, generate activity and provide role models 
for the community

  Encouraging peer-to-peer “competition” in 
business or in large organisations is effective

  Business were keen to get involved with a 
local, community based project which involved 
schools, churches and community groups

  Monitoring and evaluation is important to enable 
projects to adapt according to what works.  This 
is a vital element of any staff team
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Recommendations

1.  An experienced, respected and independent charitable or non-governmental   
 organisation should direct and run projects of this nature to ensure community  
 engagement; their ethos and approach minimises bureaucracy and allows for   
 greater flexibility and licence for courage

2.  Politicians, policy-makers and business leaders must ensure a universal approach  
 to carbon reduction through an overarching policy and commercial context in   
 which low carbon behaviour is normalised and encouraged and the business and  
 environmental benefits promoted

3.  Project funders should ensure that investment is long-term, flexible enough to   
 respond to learning and the pace of change; and sufficient to employ professional  
 staff who can provide the expertise, and the level of face-to-face engagement and  
 support which are determinants of long-term change

4.  Policy makers and project funders should invest in mentoring and education   
 programmes for carbon literacy in order to influence behaviour and improve  
 practice within the public and business sectors

5.  A “centre of excellence” or hub should be established as a resource for policy   
 makers and practitioners; to gather and promote information, research evidence  
 and latest thinking on pro-environmental behaviour change; and to provide   
 practical support for action 

6.  Policy-makers and funders should use the learning from this project as a basis for  
 determining future policy and investment
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Steve Harland and Stephen Holland.

Keep Scotland Beautiful
The registered Scottish charity which provided not only an 
operating base for the project team but also the strategic 
direction (via the chief executive and board), leadership, 
infrastructure and platform which gave the GCNS project 
the secure framework to achieve its aims.  Many of 
the organisation’s other personnel in areas including 
management, IT, communications, marketing, finance 
and personnel, were pivotal in creating the circumstances 
which allowed the GCNS delivery team to focus on the 
operational priorities of the project.

Stirling Council
A committed partner from the outset, providing seed 
funding with which to develop a full funding application. 
The project greatly appreciates the support and 
enthusiasm given by council staff at all levels.

Scottish Government 
As a major funder, the Scottish Government showed 
significant courage and foresight in funding an untested 
model for carbon reduction. We would like to pay 
particular thanks to the Greener Scotland Team, with 
which we worked closely to develop the project. 
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